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Our goal in the present paper is to show that a C’ flow on a compact 
surface M is topologically stable if and only if it is topologically equivalent 
to a Morse-Smale flow. C. Robinson [ 131 has shown that every Morse- 
Smale flow is topologically stable. Our argument comes in two parts. In 
Section B we show that a topologically stable flow on a compact surface is 
topologically equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow. The main ingredients in this 
argument are a shadowing theorem similar to that established by P. Walters 
in [ 171 and results of D. Neumann [8], which characterize certain 
equivalence classes of flows on surfaces. In Section C we sketch a proof that 
any C’ flow that is topologically equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow is 
topologically stable. The corresponding result for diffeomorphisms is trivial; 
the difficulty in the present context is that the collection of flows generated 
by vector fields is not invariant under topological equivalence. A more 
detailed explanation can be found in Sections C and D. 
A. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
For a smooth compact surface without boundary iI4, let X(M) denote the 
set of C’ flows on M; f in X(M) is a C’ map from R X M onto M that 
satisfies the group property in the first coordinate: f(s + t, X) =f(s,f(t, x)) 
and f(0, x) = x for all s, t in R and x in M. In this paper we will topologize 
X(M) by using the Co metric on generating vector fields 
do(.L s> = ~~PW’P, x> - g’P, xl 1 x E Ml. 
Here I] I] is some fixed Riemannian metric on M, and f’(0, x) E TM, is the 
tangent vector at t = 0 to the curve t +f(t, x). 
We say that two flows g, f are topologically equivalent if there is a 
homeomorphism h : M + M taking oriented trajectories of g to those off. In 
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other words, there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism z, : R + R 
for each x in M such that 
(1) 
for all (t, x) in R x M, and (t, x) 3 r,(t) is continuous. The flow g is semicon- 
&gate to f if there is a continuous surjection h : M-+ M and a family of 
orientation-preserving homeomorphisms {r,} such that (1) holds; h is called 
a semiconjugacy. 
DEFINITION. fE X(M) is topologically stable if there is a Co 
neighborhood U off such that (i) for any g in U there is a semiconjugacy h, 
from g to f, and (ii) sup{d(h,(x), x) ] x E M} approaches 0 as g approaches f
in the Co metric. Here d is the metric on M induced by (( (1. 
Another important ingredient in this paper is the notion of an a-chain for 
J This is a piecewise smooth curve w(t) in M satisfying: 
(a) each continuous arc of w is an f-orbit segment of the form 
(f(t, xi) ] ti < t < ti+ 1 }, where i varies from 0 to k. 
(b) fi+l - ti > 1 for i between 0 and k - 1. 
(cl 4fk + I 3 xi), xi+,) < a for i between 0 and k - 1. 
An a-chain should be thought of as an approximate f-orbit. We say that f 
has the shadowing property if its a-chains are in fact uniformly approx- 
imable by actual orbits ofJ More precisely, the a-chain w : [a, b] --t M is /I- 
shadowed by the orbit of x if there is an orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism r of the real line, fixing the origin, and with d(w(t), 
f (m, xl> < P f or all t in [a, b]. f has the shadowing property if for any 
/I > 0, there is an a > 0 such that any a-chain for f can be P-shadowed. 
The notion of an a-chain is also used to define the chain recurrent set off, 
CR(f). x is a chain recurrent point if for any a > 0 there is a periodic a- 
chain containing x, and CR(f) is the set of all chain recurrent points [I]. 
The flow f is called Morse-Smafe if CR(f) is composed of a finite number 
of fixed points and periodic orbits, each of which is hyperbolic, and such 
that there are no saddle connections. The hyperbolicity assumption implies 
that each periodic orbit is either an attractor or a repeller, and that each 
fixed point is either a source, a saddle, or a sink; that is, the derivative at p 
of the map F : x + f (1, x) has no eigenvalues of modulus 1, and either 0, 1, 
or 2 of the eigenvalues has modulus less than 1, respectively. In these 
circumstances, the Hartman-Grobman theorem [3] shows that the flow near 
the fixed point is locally topologically equivalent to the linear flow in the 
plane given by ($) = OF,(c). The assumption that there are no saddle 
connections means that no orbit is forward asymptotic to one saddle point 
and backward asymptotic to another saddle point. For a more detailed 
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description, see [ 16, 111. On compact surfaces, the class of Morse-Smale 
flows is open and dense in the C’ topology [ 11, 121, and therefore is dense 
in X(M) with the Co topology. 
Now we can state our main result. 
THEOREM. For the class of C’ flows on compact surfaces without 
boundary, the following are equivalent: 
1. f is topologically stable, 
2. f is topologically equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow. 
Remark. K. Yano has established this theorem for diffeomorphisms of 
the circle [20]. 
One might be tempted to change the set of flows and the topology on it 
used in the definition of topological stability. The most likely alternative is 
the set of all continuous flows and the metric 
d;(f, g) = sup{d(f (t, ~1, g(t, x>) 1 x E MT 1 t\ G 11~ 
In this setting our arguments in Section B serve to show that any C’ flow 
that is topologically stable is topologically equivalent to a Morse-Smale 
flow. This is trivial because the altered definition of topological stability is 
more restrictive than the one we gave previously. With the new definition it 
is also trivial to show that topological stability is an equivalence class 
invariant. What is not known is that every Morse-Smale flow is 
topologically stable under this second (dk) definition. Further details are 
contained in Section D. 
B. TOPOLOGICAL STABILITY>EQUIVALENT TO 
MORSE-SMALE 
In this section we show that a topologically stable flow on M2 is 
topologically equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow. Throughout this section f 
will denote a topologically stable C’ flow on the compact surface M. We 
begin by describing what the flow can look like in a neighborhood of the 
chain recurrent set. 
PROPOSITION 1. CR(f) is composed of a finite number of orbits, each of 
which is either periodic or a fixed point. 
This is Lemma 10 of [5]. 
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PROPOSITION 2. f has no degree zero fixed points. 
Proof Suppose p is a degree zero fixed point off: Let v > 0 be small 
enough that if x, y are in CR(f) and are not both on the same orbit, then 
d(x, y) > v. Choose 6 < 0 small enough that dO(f, g) < 6 implies that g is 
semiconjugate to f and that the semiconjugacy can be found within v of the 
identity. Since p is assumed to have degree zero, given any neighborhood U 
of p and any 6 > 0 we can find a C’ flow g with d,(f, g) < 6, and f = g on 
M- U, and CR(g) = CR(f) - {p} (see [ 151 for a discussion of this type of 
perturbation). The semiconjugacy h from g to f is surjective, and hence must 
send at least one entire g-orbit top. But the omega-limit set of any g-orbit is 
nonempty and in CR(g), so h must move some point at least v. This is a 
contradiction, since 6 was chosen small enough to ensure that d,(h, id) < v. 
Our next step is to show that a topologically stable flow f has the 
shadowing property. Walters [ 171 established this result for topologically 
stable diffeomorphisms on compact manifolds of dimension at least two. 
Essentially the same argument works for topologically stable flows, provided 
that the dimension of M is at least three. However, a key step in Walters’ 
argument breaks down for flows on surfaces. This problem is discussed 
below, following the proof of Lemma 5. We begin our modification of 
Walters’ argument with the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Each periodic orbit off is either an attractor or a repeller. 
Proof Using the finiteness of CR(f) and local cross-section techniques 
one can show that a periodic orbit must be either attracting or repelling on 
each side of itself in some tubular neighborhood. If, in the two-sided case, it 
were attracting on one side and repelling on the other it is easy to see that 
one can use a Co-small perturbation to remove this periodic orbit without 
otherwise affecting the chain recurrent set. Then an argument hat is essen- 
tially the same as the proof of Proposition 2 yields a contradiction to the 
topological stability off: 
LEMMA 4. Let the orbits in CR(f) be denoted {yi}, and let /3, 6 > 0 be 
given. Then there is a collection of open sets {Vi}, such that: 
(1) Vi is a neighborhood of yi . 
(2) If i #j, then the closures of Vi and 5 are disjoint. 
(3) If yi is a fixed point, then Vi is an embedded disk; tf yi is a 
periodic orbit, then Vi is either an embedded annulus or Mobius strip, 
depending on whether the loop yi is orientable or nonorientable in M. 
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(4) If yi is a fixed point and ifx is in Vi, then I]f’(O, x)11 < 6/4. 
(5) Vi is contained in a p/4 neighborhood of yi. 
(6) tf yi is an attracting (repelling) periodic orbit, then Vi is forward 
(backward) invariant under f: 
Proof. (l)-(5) follow directly from the finiteness of CR(f); (6) is a 
simple consequence of local cross-section techniques. 
LEMMA 5. Let /?, {Vi} be as in Lemma 4, and suppose { Ui} is a second 
collection of neighborhoods of yi with clos(Ui) c Vi for each i, and with (Vi} 
satisfying conditions (3) and (6) of Lemma 4 in place of { Vi}. Let U = U Vi, 
V = U Vi, and suppose that 0 > 0 is given. Then there are constants T, 
a > 0 such that: 
(7) T is greater than the period of any periodic orbit off 
(8) Any f-orbit of length T must meet U. 
(9) Zf w(t) is an a-chain, then 
4% + 4J9f (t, Go))) < 0 
for any t with 1 t] Q 2T for which o(t + tO) is defined. 
(10) If w(t) is an a-chain, t, < t,, o(t,) E Vi, and w(tJ 6? Vi, then 
w(t) G Ui for any t 2 t,. 
(11) If w(t) is an a-chain defined on [a, b], yi is a periodic orbit, and 
w(t,) E Vi, then w(t) E Vi either for all t in [to, b] or for all t in [a, to]. 
Moreover, tf in the first case b - t, > T, or in the second case t, - a > T, 
then w(t) is /?/C/2-dense in Vi. 
Proof. (7) follows from the fact that there are only a finite number of 
periodic orbits of J (8) holds because U is a neighborhood of CR(f ), and 
CR(f) contains every alpha- and omega-limit set. (9) essentially follows 
from uniform continuity in initial conditions; a detailed argument 
establishing (9) can be found in Section 2 of [4]. (10) can be accomplished 
by choosing a small enough that any periodic a-chain must lie in U. The 
first part of (11) follows from Lemma 3, and from (6), provided that a is 
small. The second part can be obtained by using (7), (5), and an argument 
like the one used to establish (9), with 0 possibly replaced by a smaller 
constant. 
The purpose of the last two lemmas is to enable us to apply the following 
lemma, which is adapted from a result of Nitecki and Shub. Together, they 
allow us to prove that topologically stable flows on surfaces have the 
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shadowing property. The idea is to modify a given a-chain and obtain a 
curve that is an orbit segment of a flow nearf: We then use the assumption 
of topological stability off to obtain a semiconjugacy that maps this orbit 
segment to an orbit segment off that is near the given a-chain. This is 
exactly the procedure used by Walters in [ 171 to show that topologically 
stable diffeomorphisms on compact manifolds of dimension at least two have 
the shadowing property. The added difficulty in the present context is that 
the method Walters used to obtain an orbit segment of a nearby map does 
not work for flows on surfaces. A key step in his argument is to show that if 
x, ,..., xk are the points of discontinuity of a given a-chain, then there is a 
flow Co-close to f with an orbit passing through these points in order. For 
flows on surfaces, this result is false. Because flow lines locally disconnect 
the surface, it is not hard to construct counterexamples in a neighborhood of 
a periodic orbit, for instance. Our argument is to use the previous two 
lemmas to show that this troublesome behavior can occur only in 
neighborhoods of orbits in CR(f), and then to use the following lemma and 
the fact that periodic orbits are either attractors or repellers to take care of 
things in these neighborhoods. 
LEMMA 6 [ 10, Lemma 91. Let 6 > 0 be given, and suppose 1 : [a, b] + M 
is a C’ curve dtffeomorphic to either S’ or [-I, 11, such that at each point t 
in [a, b], either 
(i) A’(t) is parallel to f ‘(0, A(t)), and neither is 0, or 
09 llf ‘(0, W)ll < V. 
Then, given any neighborhood N of the image of A, there is a smooth flow g 
with 
(a) f’(O,x)=g’(O,x)for all x in M-N. 
@I do(f, 8) < 44, h w ere k(6) is a function that goes to 0 as 6 does. 
(c) the image of A lies on a single g-orbit. 
PROPOSITION 7. f has the shadowing property: given p > 0, there is an 
a > 0 such that any a-chain can be P-shadowed. That is, $w(t), 0 ,< t < to, is 
an a-chain, then there is an f-orbit segment f ([0, tl], x) such that f (0, x) is 
within /3 of o(O), f (t,, x is within /3 of @(to), and each of the two curves ) 
40, toI) andf (LO, t,l, x IS contained in a P-neighborhood of the other. > . 
Proof: Given /I, use the assumption of topological stability to choose 
,8, > 0 such that if g is a flow whose CO-distance from f is less than /?, then 
there is a semiconjugacy from g to f within /3/2 of the identity. Now choose 6 
small enough in Lemma 6 so that the constant k(6) is less than /II. We use 
this value of 6 and the given value of ,f3 in Lemma 4. We now apply 
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Lemma 4 to obtain a collection of neighborhoods of the orbits in CR(f) that 
satisfies (l)-(6). Now let { Ui) be a second collection of neighborhoods that 
fulfill the hypotheses of Lemma 5. Choose 0 > 0 small enough that the o-ball 
about the closure of Ui is contained in Vi for each i, and also with 8 < p/2. 
Now apply Lemma 5 with these choices made to obtain the constants CI and 
T for which (7)-(11) hold. We shall show that with this choice of a, any o- 
chain off can be p-shadowed. 
Let m(t), 0 < t < t*, be an a-chain forJ Assume for the moment that w(t) 
never meets any Vi where yi is a periodic orbit. Define a finite partition of 
IO, t*l 
0 < t, < s, < t, < s* *** < t, (<s,) < t* 
where the t, and the sk are defined inductively, and the notation is to indicate 
that s, is not necessarily defined. Recall that U is the union of the Ui, and 
that V is the union of the Vi. t, is the first time that u(t) enters U. (t, is 0 if 
o(O) is already in U.) For each k, sk is the last time when u(t) leaves the 
connected component of V that contains u(tk); if u(t) never leaves, then 
sk = t*. Finally, t,, , is the first time t > sk when u(t) reenters U, or is t* if 
u(t) does not reenter U. 
BY W, tk+ I - sk < T for each k. Also, by (lo), the number of sk’s is at 
most the number of connected components of V, which by (1) and (2) is no 
more than the finite number of orbits in CR(f). Thus the iteratively defined 
sequences {sk} and {tk} are indeed finite. 
Now define a piecewise C’ curve I : [0, t*] + M as follows. Let n(t) = 
f(t, w(O)) for 0 < t < t, . Once n(t,) has been defined, choose A on [tk , Sk] by 
requiring that on this interval k(t) be an embedded arc contained in the same 
connected component of V as {u(t) ] t, < t < sk}, and with n(sk) = w(sk). 
This is possible by (3). See Fig. 1. Note that our assumptions ensure that 
each of these segments lies in a small neighborhood of a fixed point off 
where the inequality in (4) holds. Finally, once n(s,) has been defined, define 
k Oil [Sk, t,, 1] by SettiIlg A(t + Sk) =f(t, m(Sk)) for 0 < t < tk+ 1 - Sk. By (8) 
and (9), l(t,+ 1) will then lie in the same component of V as does u(tk+ ,). 
The curve l as defined may not be homeomorphic to either a circle or a 
line segment, due to possible self-intersections which, if they exist, must lie in 
V (self-intersections may arise because of the choice involved in defining the 
segment ([t,, sk])). In this case, define a new curve A, by “removing loops” 
from 1. Note that II, agrees with 1 on the complement of V and that the 
image of 1, is a piecewise C’ curve, homeomorphic to either the circle or to 
a closed line segment, and is C’ on the complement of the closure of V. 
Hence we can perturb A1 on any small neighborhood of clos( V) to get a C’ 
curve 13* which is composed of a finite number of arcs, each of which is 
either an f-orbit segment or else is contained in the set {x ) ]]f’(O, x)]] < 6/2} 
(see (4)). By Lemma 6, there is a C’ flow g, Co - k(b)-close tof, such that 
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FIG. 1. The definition of A(t), 1 < I < s . We have drawn w(l) as a continuous curve to kl . k 
keep the picture from becoming too complicated. 
the image of ,& is contained in a single orbit segment of g. By the choice of 
the constants there is a semiconjugacy from g to f within /3/2 of the identity 
and thus anf-orbit segment within /?/2 of the image of A,. Note, finally, that 
,l, and L are within p/2 of each other. This follows from (5) for the part of 
these curves in V and from (9) for the remainder of the curves. This shows 
that a-chains that stay away from the periodic orbits off can be P-shadowed. 
We finish the proof of the proposition by taking care of this last case. 
Assume now that o(t) does meet some Ui where yi is a periodic orbit ofJ: 
By (1 l), w(t) can meet at most two such Ui)s, one a neighborhood of a 
repeller and the other a neighborhood of an attractor. For definiteness, we 
assume that o(t) meets the neighborhood U, of an attractor y,, and the 
neighborhood U, of a repeller y,.. The other cases are handled analogously. 
Choose times b and c such that b is the last time o(t) leaves U, and c is the 
first time w(t) enters U,. As in the preceding argument, use o(t), b < t < c, 
to obtain an approximating C’ curve n(t), b Q t < c. Using (9) and arguing 
as before, we see that L(c) lies in V,. There are two subcases: (i) if 
t* - c > T, then by (11) w([c, t*]) is P/2-dense in V,; using (5) and (6) we 
see that we can choose a finite orbit segment of the form f([O, s], A(c)), 
s > 0, that is also /3/2-dense in V, and such that f(s, L(c)) is within /3/2 of 
w(t*). In subcase (ii), t* - c < T, so that by (9) and the choice of 8, 
f(t, L(c)) is within p/2 of w(c + t) for all t in [0, t* - c]. (Recall that n(c) 
was obtained by flowing forward for some time less than T from w(s,); this 
is why 2T appears in the estimate in (9) rather than T.) In either case, use 
this f-orbit segment through n(c) to extend the curve ;1. A similar argument 
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shows how to extend J backwards in time from the point A(b) (in fact this 
case is somewhat easier because J(b) = w(b)). Once one has defined A on all 
of [0, t*], one finishes the argument exactly as before. This completes the 
proof of Proposition 7. 
DEFINITION. If y is a fixed point or periodic orbit of a flow g, 
Ws(y,g)={xId(g(t,x),y)~Oast~oo} 
W(r,g)= {xld(g(t,x),y)~Oast~- 001. 
Iff= g, we sometimes denote W”(y,f) as IV(y), u = s or u. 
COROLLARY. If y,, yz are distinct orbits in CR(f) such that for each 
a > 0 there is an a-chain from yI to yz, then wU(y,) h WS(y2) f 0. 
ProoJ Case I. Assume y, and y2 are fixed points. Using the shadowing 
result and the Nitecki-Shub lemma (Lemma 6) and given any 6 > 0, we can 
find a C’ flow g, Co - b-close toS, with y1 and y2 fixed by g and W”(y,, g) n 
W(y,, g) # 0. By taking 6 small, we can ensure that there is a semicon- 
jugacy from g to f as close to the identity as we like. Using the semicon- 
bwcy and a g-orbit in IV’(y,, g) n W’(y,, g), we produce an f-orbit, 
0(x, f), whose alpha-limit set is near yi and whose omega-limit set is near 
yz. Since these limit sets lie in CR(f), which is a discrete collection of orbits, 
if 6 is small enough we can conclude that these alpha- and omega-limit sets 
are yi and y2 respectively, and thus x is in W’(y, ,f) n W’(y,, f). 
Case II. Here we admit the possibility that either yi or y2 is periodic; 
these cases are in fact simpler than case I. If yi is a periodic orbit, then 
Lemma 3 tells us that it is a repeller. In this situation we can ensure that an 
orbit lies in wU(y,) merely by showing that it meets some neighborhood of 
y,. The shadowing result as stated allows us to do exactly this. Similarly, if 
yz is periodic, then it is an attractor, and so Ws(y2) is a neighborhood of yz. 
Next we describe the structure off near a fixed point. In what follows, let 
p be a fixed point of f, and let N be a smoothly embedded disk with 
pEint(N) and CR(f)fJN= (p}. 
LEMMA 8. Exactly one of the following holds. 
1. pisasink. 
2. p is a source. 
3. Both W”(p) # 0 and int(W”(p)) = 0, u = s or u. 
ProoJ If p is not a sink, then there is an orbit y in CR(f) - {p} such 
that for any a > 0 there is an a-chain from p to y. This follows from the fact 
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that CR(f) contains only finitely many orbits and from C. Conley’s charac- 
terization of the chain recurrent set in terms of attractors. See Lemma 5.3 of 
141. Thus by the corollary to the shadowing lemma, V(p) # 0. Moreover, 
if y E W’(p) and a > 0, there is an a-chain from y to y. If y E int(PV(p)) 
and p is small enough that the P-ball about JJ is in W’(p) and such that 
d(p, y) > /3, then no chain from y to y can be P-shadowed. (A more detailed 
version of this argument can be found in Section 6 of [4].) We have shown 
that if p is not a sink, then w(p) # 0 and int(IP(p)) = 0. A similar 
argument shows that if p is not a source, then W’(p) # 0 and 
int(U’-l(p)) = 0. 
DEFINITION. For p, N as above, let 
Ws*(p; N) = (x IS(f, x) E int(N) for all t > 0} 
wU*(p; N) = (x \S(t, x) E int(N) for all t < O}. 
Note that x E WS,(p; N) is either in int(N) or else lies in aN and moves 
immediately into int(N) in forward time and stays there forever. It follows 
that two points on WS,(p; N) f~ aN lie on distinct orbits, and similarly for 
K(P; N>. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose p is neither a sink nor a source, and that A is a 
compact arc in 3N whose endpoints x, y are both in WS,(p; N). Then 
wl,(p; N) f~ 1 f 0. Similarly, if both endpoints are in w”,(p; N), then 
WS,( p; N) meets A. 
Proof: Without any real loss of generality, we may assume that aN is 
transverse to the flow at x. Let 
s = {f(G z) ( z E 1, andS(s, z) E N for all s E [0, t] }. 
Note that if an orbit leaves S it must do so by crossing ,X; i.e., iff(t, z) E S 
andf(s, z) @ S for all s bigger than t, thenf(t, z) E I (this is because the two 
endpoints of A are both in WS,(p; N)). By Lemma 8 there is a sequence z, in 
a, converging to x and with each z, G? W’(p). For each n, let t, be the first 
exit time of the orbit through z, from N; that is, 
t, = inf{ f > 0 /f(t, z,,) E M - N) = sup{ t 2 0 jf(t, z,) E S}. 
Because x E WS,(p; N), continuity in initial conditions shows that t, goes to 
infinity as n does. Let f(t,, z,J = q,,; note that by the second equality in the 
definition of t, each q, E 1. Let q E 2 be a limit point of this sequence. The 
fact that t,+ a~ and another application of continuity in initial conditions 
shows that the backwards orbit of q never leaves N. Thus q is in wU,(p; N) 
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and the entire backwards orbit of q is contained in S. Since q 6? CR(f), the 
forward orbit of q must leave S, so there is a point f(t,, q) on the forward 
orbit of q with f(t,, q) E wU,(p; N) n 1. The other case is analogous. 
COROLLARY. Suppose p is neither a sink nor a source. Then 
WC(p) - { p} consists of precisely two orbits for u = s and for u = u. 
Proof. The lemma shows that the points in W;C(p; N) n aN alternate 
around aN with the points in wU,(p; N) n aN. By Lemma 8, neither of these 
two point-sets is empty, so the alternation implies that if either of the two 
sets is finite then they both are and they have the same cardinality. An 
application of Proposition 2 shows that they each must contain at least two 
points. We finish by showing that neither can contain more than two points. 
Assume xi, x2, x3 are distinct points in wU,(p; N) fY aN. By Lemma 9 we 
can find a point y in WS,(p; N) fY ?3N which is separated from x3 along aN 
by x, and x2. See Fig. 2. Since y is forward asymptotic to p and x3 is 
backward asymptotic to p, for any a > 0 we can find an a-chain in N from y 
to x3. However, any orbit segment starting near y must enter the set S 
bounded by the forward orbits of x, and x,, p, and the arc 1 in aN 
connecting x, to x2 and containing y. Any orbit in S can leave S only by 
passing out through II, that is, by leaving N. It follows that for a small choice 
of /I there is an a-chain from y to x3 in N that cannot be P-shadowed. This 
contradicts Proposition 7. 
At this stage we know that each fixed point off is either an attractor, a 
repeller, or a (four-pronged) saddle. We have yet to show that there is a flow 
7 that is topologically equivalent to f and such that each fixed point and 
periodic orbit of p is hyperbolic, and there are no saddle connections. This 
last condition we verify immediately. 
LEMMA 10. If p, q are distinct saddle points of f, then W”(p) CI 
W(q) = 0. 
Prooj Note that the last corollary tells us that V(p) n W’(q) contains 
at most two orbits. Let 6, be small enough that d(p, CR(J) -p) > 6, and 
FIGURE 2 
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d(q, CR(f) - q) > 6,. Choose 6, small enough that d,(f, g) < 6, implies that 
there is a semiconjugacy h from g to f that is within 6, of the identity. Now 
suppose that O(x) U O(y) lies in V(p) r’7 W’(q) (we allow the possibility 
that x = y). One can easily perturb f on small neighborhoods of x and y to 
obtain a flow g with 
(1) wig) < 4, 
(2) CR(f) = CR(g), 
(3) V(PG g> n wys; g> = 0. 
As above, let h be the semiconjugacy from g tof, and consider a point z in 
h-‘(x). The choice of the constants shows that g(t, z) is within 6, of q for all 
large t, and hence z is in W(q;g). Similarly, z is also in w”(p;g), and so 
we have reached a contradiction. 
Now we show that f is equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow. The technique 
is to alter f on small neighborhoods of each of its fixed points and periodic 
orbits so as to make all of these orbits hyperbolic, and to do so without 
affecting any stable or unstable set in the complement of these small 
neighborhoods. In this way we obtain a Morse-Smale flow?, we then apply 
a theorem of D. Neumann [8] to conclude that f and f are equivalent. We 
begin by describing the aforementioned “small neighborhoods” of the orbits 
in CR(f). 
As in [ 19,2], we can find a neighborhood Ni of each orbit yi in CR(f) 
satisfying: 
(1) Each Ni is a C’ embedded disk, annulus, or Mobius band. 
(2) If yi # yj, then clos(N,) n clos(Nj) = 0. 
(3) If yi, y2 are both saddles, then no orbit leaves Ni and subsequently 
enters Nj (this includes the possibility that i=j). 
(4) If yi is an attractor (resp. repeller) then Ni is forward (resp. 
backward) invariant and the flow is transverse to the boundary of Ni. 
(5) If yi is a saddle, then the flow is transverse to ZVi except at exactly 
four points in aNi. aNi minus these four points consists of four arcs, A Tk, 
CJ = s or U, k = 1 or 2, with the flow moving into Ni across ,4S,k and moving 
out ofN, across A:,,, k= 1,2. Moreover closA~,nclosA~,=g for a=s 
or for a = U. (In other words, Ni is an isolating block for yi that is in 
standard form. See [ 181.) 
Now alter f on Ni to obtain a new flow f with CR(f) = CR(f) and such 
that each attractor off becomes a hyperbolic attractor ofi each repeller off 
becomes a hyperbolic repeller ofA and such that each saddle yi off becomes 
hyperbolic and W’(y,; f) n aNi is equal to W”(y,;~) n aNi. (Essentially we 
just cut out f on each Ni and replace it with i making sure that the stable 
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and unstable sets of yi for f and for f agree on &Vi.) This construction 
combined with (3) ensures that p is Morse-Smale. To finish, we show that j: 
and f are topologically equivalent. This will follow directly from our 
construction off and the following result of D. Neumann [8]. 
DEFINITION. The separatrix set S(f) off is the subset of M defined as 
follows. x E S(f) if either x E CR(f) or x E W’(p;f), where p is a saddle 
and u = s or u. The separatrix configuration K(f) is the subset of M 
composed of S(f) and of one orbit in each connected component of 
M- S(f). (Note that any such orbit goes from an attractor to a repeller.) 
S(y) and K(f) are defined similarly. (We should note that we have 
simplified Neumann’s definitions of the sets S( ) and K( ) to apply to our 
special situation.) 
K(f) and K(f) are equivalent configurations if there exists a 
homeomorphism I : M+ M that maps the pair (K(f), S(f)) onto the pair 
(K(f), S(Q)) by taking each orbit in K(f) to an orbit in K(f) and preserving 
the direction of these orbits. Note that by the construction offit is clear that 
K(f) and K(.f) are equivalent. Now we apply Neumann’s theorem. 
THEOREM [8]. Suppose that f and f are continuous flows on a compact 
surface M with isolated critical points. Then f and f are topologically 
equivalent if and only if K(f) and K(f) are equivalent configurations. 
This completes the proof that a topologically stable C’ flow is 
topologically equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow. 
C. A FLOW EQUIVALENT TO A MORSE-SMALE FLOW Is 
TOPOLOGICALLY STABLE 
In this section we show that the description of topologically stable flows 
on surfaces given in the previous section is a complete characterization of 
such flows; that is, we show that topological stability is an equivalence-class 
invariant for flows on compact surfaces. 
Before we begin the argument, we would like to indicate why this result 
does not follow directly from the definitions in the way it does for 
topologically stable diffeomorphisms. The heart of the problem is that the set 
of C’ flows is not invariant under topologically equivalence. More exactly, 
an equivalence between two C’ flows f and g might not define an equivalence 
between small neighborhoods off and g, where these neighborhoods are 
taken with respect to the d, metric on the set of C’ flows. (In short, an 
equivalence might not preserve the property of being C’.) It is true that one 
could enlarge the set of flows under consideration, but we see no way of 
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avoiding the assumption that the flows being discussed are the unique, 
globally defined integral curves of a continuous vector field. This assumption 
of the existence of a generating vector field leads to the same problems of 
non-invariance under equivalence that were described above. A further 
discussion of the choice of the classes of flows involved and the way that 
they are topologized is included in Section D. 
Our approach in this section is to avoid the difficulties outlined above by 
showing directly that any flow on a compact surface that is topologically 
equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow is topologically stable. C. Robinson [ 131 
has shown that any Morse-Smale flow is topologically stable. 
DEFINITION. A filtration .k for a C’ flow f is a finite, nested collection 
of two-dimensional submanifolds with boundary, 0 = M, c M, c ... c 
M, = M, such that the vector field f’ is everywhere transverse to aMi, 
0 < i < k, and f(t, MJ c int(Mj) for all t > 0. The transversality assumption 
allows us to conclude that if .L is a filtration for A then it is a filtration for 
all g in a Co neighborhood ofj For a more detailed description of filtrations, 
see [ 161. We use the filtration ..I for f to define a collection of f-invariant 
sets, Li(f), 1 < i < k. L,(f) is called the ith invariant set offwith respect to 
H, and is defined to be 
(X If(t, x) E Mi - M,-, for all t in IR }. 
Similarly, if g is Co close enough to f, .A is a filtration for g and we can 
define the invariant sets Li(g) by replacing f with g in the definition of 
Li(f). Note that each Li(g) is closed and g-invariant. 
A basic fact is that if f is equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow (so that 
CR(f) consists of a finite number of orbits), then one can find a filtration .A 
for f such that each invariant set Li(f) is a single fixed point or periodic 
orbit [l, 161. 
We give special names to certain of these invariant sets. A compact, 
nonempty, f-invariant set X is called an attractor (resp. repeller) off if, given 
any neighborhood U of X, there is a compact neighborhood V of X in U 
such that f (t, V) c V for all t > 0 (resp. all t ,< 0) and such that the inter- 
section of all the sets f (t, V) for t > 0 (resp. t < 0) is X. This is equivalent to 
saying that there is a filtration {M,}, 0 < i < k, such that X = Lk(f) (resp. 
X=L,U-1) [ll. F rom this it is evident that if L,(f) is an attractor (resp. 
repeller) off, then Li( g) will be an attractor (resp. repeller) of g whenever g 
is Co close tof: 
PROPOSITION 11. If f is a jlow on the compact surface M that is 
topologically equivalent o a Morse-Smalejlow, then f is topologically stable. 
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ProoJ Suppose v > 0 is given; we shall find a Co neighborhood off such 
that every flow in this neighborhood is semiconjugate ot f via a 
semiconjugacy that is within v of the identity. 
Fix a filtration J= {Mi ] 0 Q i < k) for f such that each invariant set 
Li(f) consists of a single fixed point or periodic orbit, 1 < i < k. For the rest 
of this proof we will consider only C’ flows g that are Co close enough tof 
so that J is a filtration for g. For such a flow g and any x in M, the alpha- 
limit set of x with respect to g is contained in some invariant set Li(g), and 
the omega-limit set of x is contained in some Lj( g). In this case we say that 
x has g-type [i,j], and we denote the set of all such x as S(g; i,j). Now let 
Yi( g) denote the union of the sets S( g; i,j) where i #j and either Li(f) of 
Lj(f) is a saddle. Let P(g) be the union of all the invariant sets Li(g), and 
let ,i”( g) = Yi( g) U Y(g). Note that M - .-Y’(g) is open. 
Our plan is to define a semiconjugacy h from g tofin several stages. First 
we define h from P(g) to P(f). S econd, we define h from cY1( g) n &+Y to 
Y,(f) n &4 (where U? is defined to be Ui aMi). We then extend h to be a 
map from P’(g) onto Y(f), and, finally, we apply a technique of Neumann 
and O’Brien [ 8, 91 to extend h to all of M. Obviously h must map S( g; i,j) 
to S(f, i,j) for each i and j. We want h to be a surjection near the identity, 
so our first goal is to show that if S( g; i, j) is in Y(g), then S( g; i, j) and 
S(f; i, j) are close to each other. To make this precise we use the Hausdorff 
semimetric, d, , on the collection of all subsets of M. 
d,(A, B) = inf a > 0 
i I 
A is in the a-ball in M about B, and 
B is in the a-ball in M about A. i 
if A and B are nonempty 
d&, 0) = 0 
d,(A, 0) = 2 . diam(M) if A is nonempty. 
LEMMA (a). d,(Li(f),Li(g>) g oes to zero as g approaches f in the Co 
topology. 
ProoJ Let 6 > 0 be given. An elementary argument (that we don’t 
reproduce) shows that each of the maps Li( ) is upper semicontinuous; that 
is, if y, y, are flows on M and y, converges to y in the Co topology with x, in 
Li(r,) for each n and x, converging to x in M, then x must be an element of 
L,(y). It follows that if g is close enough to f, then Li( g) is contained in the 
&ball in M about L,(f). Next note that if g is close enough tofthen each of 
the sets Li(g) will be nonempty. If Li(f) is either an attractor or a repeller 
this is evident. The only other possibility is that L,(f) is a topological saddle 
point. By constructing an isolating block and applying Wazewski’s theorem 
(see [ 11, especially II.2 and V) one then shows that Mi - M,- i must contain 
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a nonempty g-invariant set for any g close enough toJ If we combine this 
with the upper semicontinuity of Li( ), then it is immediate that the 
conclusion of the lemma is true whenever Li(f) is a single point. The only 
other possibility is that L,(j) is a periodic orbit. In this case the previous 
arguments show that if g is Co close enough to f then points of L,(g) can be 
found close to L,(j). By using continuity in initial conditions and the fact 
that there is an upper bound on the periods of the periodic orbits off; one 
can show that L,(f) is contained in the &ball in M about Li(g) whenever g 
is sufficiently close to f: Combining this with the upper semicontinuity of 
Li( ) yields the conclusion of the lemma. 
LEMMA (b). Let A be a component of&H (so A is an embedded circle) 
and suppose that S( g; i, j) is contained in ,V‘( g). Then 1 n S( g; i, j) is closed 
in A4 and d,JS( g; i, j) n A, S(f, i, j) f? A) goes to zero as g approaches f in 
the Co topology. 
ProoJ If i and j are equal, then S( g; i, j) = Li( g) and the lemma holds 
because the sets Li(g) are always closed and the continuity condition is 
precisely the result of Lemma (a). If i is less than j, then the filtration 
ensures that all of the sets involved are empty so that the lemma is trivially 
true. Consequently, let us assume that j is less than i. 
Because f is equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow there is a collection of 
disjoint open neighborhoods (B,} of the saddle points off and a positive 
constant a such that no a-chain of f meets more than one of these 
neighborhoods. It follows that for g near f no g-orbit can meet more than one 
of the B,‘s. Since the B,‘s are open, continuity in initial conditions shows 
that if S( g; i, j) and S( g;p, q) are in .Y (g) and (i, j) is different from (p, q) 
then clos(S(g; i, j) n 1) n S( g;p, q) is empty. Now suppose that Ll(f) is a 
saddle and that x is in clos(1 n S( g; i, j)) - A n S( g; i, j) (the case where 
L,(f) is a saddle is analogous). By the previous disjointness condition the 
omega-limit set of x must be an attractor, but by the definition of “attractor” 
the set of points whose omega-limit set is a given attractor is open in M. This 
contradicts the assumption that x is in the closure of S( g; i, j). It follows that 
S(g; i, j) f? 1 is closed in M. Now the rest of the lemma follows easily. The 
fact that d,(S(g; i, j) nL, S(f; i, j) n A) goes to zero as g approaches f is 
now essentially the same as the proof of Lemma (a). We leave the details to 
the reader. 
Now let us complete the proof of Proposition 11. For the moment we shall 
make the simplifying assumption that f has no periodic orbits. After we 
finish the proof in this case we will deal with the general case. Now we begin 
the process of defining h. The easy part is to define h on 9(g). Since we are 
assuming that L,(f) is a fixed point there is no choice involved, and we set 
h(L,(g)) = Li(f). By Lemma (a) we can ensure that the restriction of h to 
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Y(g) is near the identity by taking g close to f: Next we extend the 
definition of h to Yi(g)n a~? (recall that &.H is the collection of the 
boundary circles of the pieces Mi of the filtration J). Order these circles in 
a way that is compatible with the ordering of the Ml; that is, list &H as 
{A, 1 1 < r < N} so that if Aa is in aMi, il, is in &Vj and i > j then a > b. Note 
that Y(f) n &H is a finite set of points which we denote by zi ,..., z,,. 
Choose a finite collection of pairwise disjoint open sets U, ,..., Ub with zi in 
Ui for each i and with the diameter of Ui much smaller than the distance 
between zi and zj for any i and j. If g is close enough to fi Lemma (b) 
ensures that Y(g) n &H is contained in lJ Ui and that S(g; i,j) n U, is 
nonempty if and only if S(f; i,j) n U, is nonempty. Now we describe the 
extension of h to all of S“(g). The process is inductive. Suppose S( g; i,j) is 
in <;4( g), S( g; i,j) meets A,, and S(g; i,j) is disjoint from ;1, for all b less 
than a. In this situation define h(S( g; i,j) n A, n U,) = z,. The previous 
arguments ensure that this extension is well defined and near the identity. We 
would then like to extend h to all of Y,(g) by using the time parameter: 
once h is defined at x in Yi( g) we extend by setting h(g(t, x)) =f(t, h(x)) 
for all t. Under our assumption that f has no periodic orbits one can use 
Lemmas (a) and (b), continuity in initial conditions, and the fact that f has 
no saddle connections to conclude that this extension is continuous on its 
domain and is near the identity provided that g is near J: Proceeding by 
induction on A, we get h defined on all of Y(g), continuous, near the 
identity, and mapping surjectively onto Y(f). To get the final extension of h 
to all of A4 one can essentially follow the arguments of Neumann and 
O’Brien ([8,9]; see also 171, especially page 55), which show how to map 
the open cells composing M-Y(g) onto the open cells of M - Li*(f) in 
such a way as to obtain a continuous extension of h to all of M that is near 
the identity. This completes the proof of Proposition 11 in the case thatfhas 
no periodic orbits. 
Now we turn to the general case. Begin by fixing tubular neighborhoods 
(Ti, pi) Of L&f) h w enever L,(f) is a periodic orbit. (Thus Tj is a 
neighborhood of L,(f) in M, homeomorphic to either an annulus or a 
Mobius band, and xi : Ti + L,(f) is projection.) In addition, we require that: 
(1) For each x in L,(f), n;‘(x) is an arc transverse to the vector field 
generating f: 
(2) The diameter of each section X;‘(X) is small. 
(3) Each Ti is either forward or backward under the flowJ(recal1 that 
Li(f) is either an attractor or a repeller). 
By Lemma (a) and the fact that we are using the Co topology on vector 
fields we know that as long as g is close enough to f then each n;‘(x) will 
also be transverse to the flow lines of g and Li( g) will lie in Ti. Now we can 
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define h on Li( g) by h(Li( g) f? X;‘(X)) = x for each x in Li(f). This gives 
us h defined on all of Y(g). The argument used at the end of the proof of 
Lemma (a) s&ices to show that h maps L,(g) onto Li(f), and h will be 
close to the identity provided that each of the sections rr; ‘(x) is small. Now 
the extension of h to -pi(g) n &H goes exactly as before, but difftculty arises 
when we try to make the penultimate extension from Y,(g) n &H to all of 
‘pi(g). To see how this goes, suppose that h has been defined at a point z in 
S(g; i,j) n && and that L,(f) is a periodic orbit (the other cases are 
similar). We use the tubular neighborhoods described above to defined a 
reparameterization of the forward g orbit of z. By (3) there is a uniquely 
defined last time when the f and g orbits of z cross Xi; denote these times 
by t,, tl, respectively. Once t, has been defined, let t,, I be the smallest 
value in (t,, co) with rci(f(fm+ , , z)) = ni(f(tm, z)); similarly let tb+ , be the 
smallest value in (t,!,,, co) with rri( g(t&+ i, z)) = ni( g(th, 2)). By (1) these 
sequences are well defined if g is near enough to J; and the two sequences 
t m+1- m t and tL,,- t& are both bounded and bounded away from zero. 
Now we define the reparameterization. Define a homeomorphism 
uz : (0, co)+ [O, co > as follows: for O< s < t;, a,(s) = t;s/t,; for tL < s < 
t h+, , a,(s) = a,(&) + (s - t;)(t,+, - t,,J/(t~+, - t;). Note that o,(tL) = t, 
for all m. Finally, define h along the forward g-orbit of z by h(g(t, z)) = 
f(cr,(t), h(z)). The details of the proof that this definition gives a continuous 
extension of h to all of .Y-( g) that is near the identity are straightforward, 
but tedious, and we leave them to the reader. The final extension of h to all 
of M goes exactly as in the previous case. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 11. 
D. REMARKS ON THE TOPOLOGIES INVOLVED 
As mentioned in the previous section, the reason why we chose to use the 
Co topology on the set of vector fields generating C’ flows is that several of 
our arguments require some infinitesimal control over the flow. In Section B 
this is of no consequence; if one replaced the do metric we use by the metric 
then one obtains a more restrictive definition of topological stability: 
f is topologically stable (d;) if given any y > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that 
if g is a Co flow on M with dA(f, g) < 6, then there exists a semicon- 
jugacy from g to f that is within y of the identity. 
Since any C’ flow that satisfies this definition will also satisfy the definition 
of topological stability we gave in Section A, our arguments in Section B 
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show that any C’ flow that is topologically stable (d;) is equivalent to a 
Morse-Smale flow. 
In Section C, however, the existence of generating vector fields in crucial; 
the vector fields enter into the argument in several places, most notably in 
the transversality arguments concerning the filtration and the tubular 
neighborhoods of periodic orbits. Withou_t this type of infinitesimal control 
on perturbations the <proof of Proposition 11 does not work. To the best of 
our knowledge the only flows that have been shown to be topologically 
stable (d&) are the Anosov flows (see Theorem C of [6]). On the other hand, 
it is a simple calculation to show that any flow topologically equivalent to a 
topologically stable (dh) flow is also topologically stable (dh), so we can 
restate our main theorem. 
THEOREM. Suppose f is a C’ jlow on a compact surface. If f is 
topologically stable (d;), then f is topologically equivalent to a Morse-Smale 
jlow. Conversely, if g is topologically equivalent to a Morse-Smale flow g,, 
then g is topologically stable (dh) provided that g, is (where g and g, are 
continuous flows on some compact surface). 
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